About This Report
Overview
This report caters for all stakeholders of China Shipping Development Co., Ltd. (CSDC) and discloses the
opportunities and challenges encountered by CSDC and stakeholders during joint creation of value as well as the
efforts they have made to achieve sustainable development. CSDC will release CSR-related non-financial information
every year in form of this CSR report.
Reporting Period
This report focuses on the activities in the fiscal year of 2015 (from 1st January 2015 to 31st December 2015), with
some content dating back to earlier years.
Reporting Frequency
This report is published annually.
Reporting Scope
This report covers four subsidiaries of CSDC (for more details, please see the References hereof). If the content
relates to only one specific company, it will be particularly noted.
Compilation Basis
This report is prepared in accordance with the Guidelines of Shanghai Stock Exchange on Listed Companies’
Environmental Information Disclosure, the Memorandum No. 1 of Shanghai Stock Exchange on 2009 Annual
Report of Listed Companies (Appendix II: Guidelines on Preparation of CSR Reports), the Environmental, Social
and Governance Reporting Guide of Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HK-ESG), the Chinese CSR Report Preparation
Guide of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences(CASS 3.0) and the Sustainability Reporting Guidelines of the Global
Reporting Initiative (G4).
Data Source
The information and data disclosed in this report are derived from official documents of CSDC and related statistics.
To ensure information accuracy, the information disclosed in this report has been confirmed by the Company and
Headquarters.
References
For readability purposes, in this report "Group" refers to "China Shipping (Group) Company", "CSDC" or
"Headquarters" refers to "China Shipping Development Co., Ltd.", and "we" or "the Company" refers to China Shipping
Development Co., Ltd and the four companies of China Shipping Development Co., Ltd. Among the four companies,
China Shipping Bulker Carrier Co., Ltd. is called "China Shipping Bulkers" for short, China Shipping (H.K.) Marine
Co., Ltd. is called "CSHK" for short, China Shipping Tanker Company Limited is called "CSTANKER" for short, and
China Shipping Group Gas Investment Co., Ltd. is called “CSLNG” for short (LNG means liquefied natural gas).
Report Review
This report is reviewed and adopted by the Board of Directors and the Board of Supervisors of the Company. The
Board of Directors and all of its members represent and warrant that this report does not contain any false record,
misleading statement or major omission, and are jointly and severally liable for the truthfulness, accuracy and
integrity of the contents.
Forms of and Accesses to This Report
This report is available in both printed version and electronic version. You may access the electronic version by
logging in www.cnshippingdev.com. If you need a hard copy of this report or wish to voice your opinions on its
content, please e-mail to csd@cnshipping.com, or call at 021-65967165.

Message from the Chairman

Message from the Chairman
We are more than a "transporter" of energy
and resources. Our aim is to become a
creator of economic wealth, a contributor
of social well-being, and a guardian of blue
sky and sea!

CSDC is well aware of the significant responsibility we take to ensure national energy supply and resources transport
as a major shipping company. Under the situation that is full of uncertainties and complexity, CSDC firmly adheres
to sustainable development and pursues comprehensive value creation for economy, society and environment while
focusing on business growth.
CSDC continues to build fleets with international competitiveness to ensure "transporting imported oil and goods
only by domestic companies". At the same time, CSDC seeks development in the harsh market environment through
innovative business models, vertical extension along the industrial value chain as well as horizontal alliances and
cooperation platform. We keep improving service quality to meet customer expectations; we are concerned about the
development of the industry, and strive to grow with our partners.
Safety is the foundation for smooth sailing and arrival. Therefore, CSDC is very pleased to see higher and higher
requirements for shipping safety among both domestic and international community. We will differentiate ourselves
with safe development and safety brandingand provide customers with the safest, high quality and reliable transport
service. CSDC seeks to ensure thatthe goods arrive safely, employees go home safe and sound and the company
becomes the most trusted partners for our customers.
Shipping companies make living with the sea. To protect the blue sky and sea is one of our most important
responsibilities. CSDC further develops larger, younger, more energy-saving and environment friendly fleets as
well as fleets of larger scale. We constantly improve the environmental management system in compliance with
international and domestic environmental laws and regulations. Through careful management and technological
improvements, CSDC continues to tap the potential for energy saving and tries to minimize the impacts on
environment from business operations.
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Chairman of the Board of China Shipping
Development Co., Ltd. XU Lirong

CSDC is fully aware that the growth of employee is vital to the corporate development. To this end, we continue
to focus on employees’ needs at work and in life by providing diversified trainings, various career development
opportunities as well as the warm care for employees. We want to build a team with exellent team work, high
responsibility, outstanding performance and high ambitions. We also want to build the company into an ideal
platform for employees to realize happy life and their values. While the society provides with the soil and nutrients
for companies to grow, we are happy to share the fruits of our development with the society. CSDC encourages
employees to actively participate in volunteer activities and make contributions to the society; we also strive to
participate in disaster relief, poverty relief, and help vulnerable groups to grow.
Standing at a new starting point in 2016, CSDC will start a new voyage. With the full support from all sectors of the
society, CSDC will work to stimulate the vitality of sustainable development. We are more than a "transporter" of
energy and resources. Our aim is to become a creator of economic wealth, a contributor of social well-being, and a
guardian of blue sky and sea!
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About Us

About Us
Company Profile
Established on May 3rd, 1994, China Shipping Development Co., Ltd. is a large multinational shipping company, with
registered capital of 4.032 billion yuan. Registered in China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone and headquartered
at Shanghai International Cruise Terminal at Shanghai North Bund, it is one of the shipping companies that own the
largest oil tankers and bulk cargo ships in the Far East.
The main business of CSDC is transport of product oil, crude oil, coal, iron ore and grain in the coastal areas of
China and other areas in the world. At present, CSDC is making active efforts to develop the transport business of
LNG imported by China and has made important breakthroughs. CSDC was listed at Hong Kong Stock Exchange
(HKSE) and Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) in November 1994 and May 2002 respectively, with stock codes 01138
and 600026.
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Organization Structure

Shareholders’
General Meeting

Board of
Supervisors
Strategy Committee

Audit Committee

Nominating Committee

General Manager

Development
Department
HR
Department
Enterprise
Management
Marketing
Department

China Shipping Bulker Carrier Co.,
Ltd. (100%)

China Shipping (H.K.) Marine Co., Ltd.
(100%)

China Shipping Tanker Company
Limited (100%)

China Shipping Group Gas Investment
Co., Ltd. (100%)

China Shipping Bulker Carrier (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. (100%)

Shanghai Huitong Marine Services Co,. Ltd (100%)

China Shipping Bulker Carrier (Wuhan) Co., Ltd. (100%)

Shanghai Yinhua Shipping Co., Ltd. (51%)

Guangzhou Jinghai Shipping Company Limited (51%)

Tianjin Zhonghai Huarun Marine Co., Limited (51%)

Shanghai Jiahe Marine Co., Limited (51%)

Guangzhou Development Shipping Ltd. (50%)

Shanghai Youhao Shipping Co., Ltd. (50%)

Shanghai Baojiang Shipping Co., Ltd. (10%)

Qinhuangdao Seaborne Coal Market Co., Ltd. (8%)

Hong Kong Haibao Shipping Co., Ltd. (51% )

Shanghai Times Shipping Co., Ltd. (50% )

Shenhua Zhonghai Shipping Co., Ltd. (49%)

China Ore Shipping Pte. Ltd. (49%)

Cs Puyun Marine Co., Limited (100%)

China Shipping Development (Hong Kong) Wylex Co., Limited (100%)

China Shipping Bulker Carrier (Hongkong) Co., Ltd. (100%)

China Shipping (Singapore) Petroleum Pte. Ltd. (5%)

China Shipping Development (Hong Kong) Wytex Co., Ltd. (100%)

Shanghai Northsea Shipping Co.,Ltd. (40%)

China Shipping (Singapore) Marine Co., Ltd. (100%)

Huahai Petroleum Transport Marketing Co., Ltd. (50%)

Shenzhen Tri-dynas Oil-Shipping Co., Ltd. (8%)

China Energy Shipping Investment Co., Ltd. (51%)

Arctic Blue LNG Shipping Limited (50%)

Arctic Green LNG Shipping Limited (50%)

Arctic Purple LNG Shipping Limited (50%)

North China LNG Shipping Investment Co. (90%)

East China LNG Shipping Investment Co. (70%)

China Shipping Finance Co., Ltd. (25%)

▲ Organization Structure of CSDC
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Fleets and Routes

Quantity of Self-owned
ships

Fleets and Routes

166 ships

Sticking to the policy of "staying firmly rooted in the present
while looking ahead to the future", CSDC is accelerating fleet
restructuring to increase the competitiveness of fleets and the
capability of the company in sustainable development with the
aim of developing large scale, large, young and low-carbon
fleets. Meanwhile, we will actively tap the markets and develop
market routs, carefully study market trends in order to properly
design the layout of overall transport capacity and vigorously
develop overseas markets.

Total tonnage

16.847 million DWT

Russia

Jinzhou
Yingkou
Qinghuangdao
Dalian
Tianjin
Laizhou Ｓｏｕｔｈ
Dongying
Ｋｏｒｅａ
Qingdao Longkou
Gaogang
Nanjing
Shanghai Zhoushan
Ningbo
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Hong Kong
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Philippines
of Hainan Eastern terminal
of Hainan
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Rotation volume of goods
transport

Crude oil

Coal

470.93 billion ton sea miles

53.191 million tons

60.643 million tons

Total Freight volume

Product oil

Grain

1836.72

9.653 million tons

5.233 million tons

million tons

Ore

47.726 million tons

Ｕ．Ｓ．Ａ

Ｖｅｎｅｚｕｅｌａ

Ｂｒａｚｉｌ

Ｎｅｗ Ｚｅａｌａｎｄ
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Corporate Governance

Corporate Governance
CSDC strictly abides by related national and local laws and regulations, regulates the duty performance procedures
and obligations, establishes and improves internal control system, improves business management system and
ensures normal operation in compliance with the Code of Corporate Governance for Listed Companies, the
Guidelines on Corporate Governance for Listed Companies on Shanghai Stock Exchange, the Code on Corporate
Governance attached to the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of HongKong Limited,
the Articles of Association of China Shipping Development Co., Ltd., and other documents and regulations. Thus,
CSDC expects to create greater value for shareholders and promotes sustainable development of the Company.

Shareholders’ General Meeting

Board of Directors

Audit Committee

Remuneration Committee

Board of Supervisors

Strategy Committee

▲ Governance Structure of CSDC

Compliance and Internal Control
CSDC strictly abides by the laws and regulations of countries
and regions where the business is operated, keeps improving
the risk management mechanism and internal control system to
ensure legal compliance of business operation, asset security, the
truthfulness and integrity of financial reports and related information,
and improves operational efficiency, striving to achieve development
strategies.
China Shipping Bulkers continues to improve internal control
system by revising and promulgated eight regulations; rectifying 18
defects in internal control; carrying out 11 internal audits; expanding
the scope of the internal control system and strengthening the
evaluation work; gradually refining processes and control activities
to improve the overall management level.
CSTANKER has established internal control and defect rectification
leading group and set up responsibility decomposition, supervision
and inspection management system. In 2015, CSTANKER
categorized the defects found in internal control evaluation
analysis report in 2014 and made a defect list involving items
such as mechanism, bills, transport contracts, spare parts, port
disbursement account, etc. It also completed all defect rectification
in the year 2015.
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Anti-corruption
CSDC has established a long-term mechanism for corruption risk prevention and control, strictly practiced related
rules and guidelines of "Three Importance and One Greatness policy-making system" from the central government,
extensively carried out non-corruption education and consolidated the foundation of non-corruption practice. China
Shipping Bulkers has enhanced liabilities, standardized process management, improved public transparency,
established and improved 21 related items of corruption risk prevention and control system, and constantly improved
the "Dare not Corrupt, Can not Corrupt, Do not want to Corrupt" mechanism. CSTANKER further regulated shipping
agent business through improving suppliers accreditation and evaluation system, established and improved supplier
"blacklist" management mechanism and took more effective measures to prevent and control corruption risks in
key areas of the business. In 2015, not a single case of corruption or violation of laws or disciplines was detected in
CSDC.

CASE
"Combat Corruption and Uphold Integrity" Education Month Campaign
CSTANKER held "Combat Corruption and Uphold Integrity" Education Month
Campaign under the theme of "Keep Disciplines, Observe Rules, Be Role Model".
It leveraged the best practices around employees to enhance atmosphere of
honest and integral corporate culture through publicity and education, integrity
talks, special rectification and study tours.
China Shipping Bulkersheld "Combat Corruption and Uphold Integrity" Education
Month Campaign under the theme of "Strictly Observe Rules, Keep Disciplines,
Implement Rectification, Prevent Risks" to promote the non-corruption concept. It
organized public commitment to non-corruption practices, comprehensively sorted
out third-party business to find and analyze the week points and to strengthen
internal control, held integrity talks with the people working on important posts
andenhanced employees’ sense and self-awareness of non-corruption practice.
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Social Responsibility Management

Social Responsibility Management
CSDC knows very well that it is in an important industry to guarantee the transport of energy and resources.
As a result, it keeps improvingthe outlook on social responsibility, strengthens communication and cooperation
with internal and external interested parties including shareholders, customers, environment, employees and
communities, actively assumes social responsibilities and strives for excellent corporate citizen. In 2015, CSDC’s
social contribution value per share registered 0.91 yuan.
Combined

Separate

Total

Earnings per share (yuan)

0.10

+ Tax contribution per share (yuan)

0.08

+ Salary contribution per share (yuan)

0.44

+ Debt interest contribution per share (yuan)

0.29

+ Public donation per share (yuan)

0.00

- Social cost per share (yuan)

0.00

Social contribution value per share (yuan)

0.91

▲ Calculation Basis of CSDC’s Social Contribution Value Per Share

Outlook on Social Responsibility
CSDC has established a social responsibility system which can give full scope to the professional advantage
of shipping and be improved continually, formed social responsibility management objectives catering for all
stakeholders and an outlook on social responsibility centering on corporate core business and provided powerful
support for the Company to practice all-round social responsibility management.
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▲ Outlook of CSDC on Social Responsibility
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Stakeholders Communications
Way of
communication

Interactive
relation

Expectation on
the Company

Response of
the Company

Performance
assessment
and operation
supervision;
instruction,
report, work
implementation, and
meeting

Exchange visit and
work research;
discussion,
suggestion, support
and help

Value maintenance
and increment of
state-owned assets;
greater economic
and social influence;
excellent corporate
citizens

Continuous and
stable growth of
business and profit;
raise core
competence and
industrial position;
assume CSR

Other
shareholdersand
investors

Annual report and
announcement;
shareholders’
meeting, company
website, stock
exchange and media

Information release,
exchange visit,
mail, letter and
shareholders’
meeting

Stable increase of
corporate value
and the sufficient
reflection in capital
market

Continuously raise
profitability;
maintain a stable
dividend payout
policy;
raise transparency
of the company

Central
government and
the governments
and departments
of the places
where the
business is
operated

Formulation and
supervision of laws,
regulations and
policies;
reporting, execution
and meeting

Releases of laws,
regulations and
policies;
project application,
examination and
approval;
exchange visit

Observe laws and
regulations and
implement policies;
fuel economic and
social prosperity;
protect environment

Observe laws and
disciplines;
pay tax according
to laws;
assume social
responsibility

Enterprises and
organizations
receiving service
from the company

Service hotline,
Internet, customer
service institution,
customer survey and
round-table

Daily contact;
opinion and
complaint;
solve customer’s
problems

Provide low-cost,
high quality and
environment friendly
service;
provide differentiated
service for
customers

Ensure service
quality;
improve customer
satisfaction

Workers’ congress,
trade union,
opinion solicitation,
assessment and
meeting

Employee
activity, exchange
meeting, tea party,
communication
in daily work,
information release
and suggestion

Provide stably
increased wages
and welfare;
broaden promotion
channel;
healthy and safe
working conditions

Try to provide
good remuneration
and welfare;
provide
opportunities for
learning, training
and on-the-job
practice;
operate steadily
and realize
joint growth of
employees and the
company

Stakeholder

State-owned
Assets
Supervision and
Administration
Commission of
the State Council

Employees of the
headquarters and
subsidiaries

Shareholders
and investors

Government

Customers

Employees
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Social Responsibility Management

Stakeholders Communications
Stakeholder

Joint venture
partners and
strategic partners

Way of
communication

Interactive
relation

Expectation on
the Company

Business
cooperation;
value maintenance
and increment of
joint venture and
cooperation assets

Response of
the Company
Raise profitability
of joint venture and
cooperation assets
and create a win-win
situation

Formulation
and execution
of contracts and
agreements;
board of directors
and shareholders’
meetings;
daily liaison of
related businesses

Meeting, discussion
and exchange;
coordination of
strategies and
measures;
documents and
correspondences

Suppliers (product
or service
providers)

Formulation
and execution
of contracts and
agreements;
working meeting and
business contacts

Meeting and
discussion;
bid and bidding;
documents and
correspondences

Maintain long-term
and stable business
contacts and obtain
corresponding
income

Provide fair
opportunities and
select the best;
demand for
reasonable price and
quality service

Newspapers,
magazines, news
agencies and
Internet websites

Seminar;
company websites
stock exchange;
advertising;

Information
disclosure;
news release;
article publishing;
interview and
exchange

Provide accurate
and valuable news
and viewpoints

Release information
in a fair, just, open
and lawful way;
raise transparency in
the operation of the
company

Partners

Communities
influenced by the
business and
business activities
of the company

Community
management and
service institutions;
media, information
release facilities and
suggestion boxes;
NPC and CPPCC
conferences

News report, and
information release;
get-together;
opinion exchange
and exchange visit

Shoulder
responsibility for
communities and
help them solve
difficulties;
raise values of
communities

Assume social
responsibility;
participate in
charitable activities
and jointly develop
the communities;
protect environment
and create a
harmonious
relationship

Environmental
protection
organizations,
nonprofit
organizations,
industry
associations
and other social
organizations and
nongovernment
organizations

Activities of social
organizations;
meetings of social
organizations

Participation in the
activities of social
organizations;
communication in
daily work of social
organizations

Play a leading role
in environmental
protection and
development;
provide support in
human, finance and
material resources

Protect environment
and give financial
support within the
capacity;
play an active role
in the activities of
social organizations;
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Important Honors in 2015
Award

Award receiver

Award issuer

China Shipping Bulkers

China Association of Communication
Enterprise Management

CSTANKER

General Office, Central Commission for
Guiding Cultural and Ethical Progress

CSTANKER

State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the State
Council

CSTANKER

People’s Government of Hongkou District

National Model Home of
Workers

CSTANKER Labor Union

All-China Federation of Trade Unions

Outstanding Safety
Ship

"An Guo Shan" Ship, “China
Shipping Shaohua” Ship

National Committee of the Chinese
Seamen & Construction Workers’ Union

National Safe
Production Model Post
for Young People

"Cui Ping Shan" Ship

Central Committee of the Communist
Youth League, State Administration of
Work Safety

National Outstanding
Transportation and
Transport Enterprise in
Culture Construction

National Civilized Unit

Advanced Central-level
State-owned Enterprise
in Legal System
Education and Publicity

Outstanding
Contribution Award
for Key Enterprises in
Hongkou District
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With the acceleration of trade liberalization and global economic integration, the shipping
industry plays an important role in supporting national economic development, promoting foreign
trade and facilitating industrial restructuring and upgrading, etc. CSDC upholds the concept
of win-win cooperation, creates shared value, continues to meet customer expectations and
demands, and walks hand-in-hand with partners towards a sustainable future.

Achieve Win-win with
Industrial Partners
High Quality
Customer Service
Increase Value of
Shipping
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Increase Value of Shipping
CSDC actively responds to the national energy development strategy, continues to build the fleets with international
competitiveness, ensures "transporting imported oil and goods only by domestic companies", pioneers in LNG
transport and guarantees energy and resources transport with all strengths.

Ensure Energy Transport
CSTANKER makes every effort to ensure the safety of maritime transport of imported crude oil. It adopts a business
management system reform with "Separation of domestic and foreign trade, Integration of front desk and back
office" as the core content. It keeps developing large-scale fleets, promotes new model combining competition and
cooperation, continues to enhance the competitiveness and increase oil transport capacity to guarantee national
energy security. In 2015, CSTANKER achieves total freight volume at 62.844 million tons, rotation volume of goods
transport at 167.73 billion ton sea miles.
In 2015, CSTANKER vigorously promoted the "Going-out" strategy. It established tanker shipping center in Singapore
to develop the local oil products transport and charter services; it established closer and smooth communication
channels with international oil companies, brokerage firms, trading companies and etc.; it carried out benchmarking,
business exchanges and training with advanced shipping companies home and abroad. With the "Going-out"
strategy, CSTANKER effectively improves their management level and its brand awareness in the international
market and improves the capacity and level of globalized business operation.

Business Model
Combining Competition
and Cooperation

Fleets Overall
Development

Large number of ships in the fleets,
complete structure of different
types of ships
Manage 68 ships, ranked 11
globally in terms of fleet scale
16 very large crude carriers (VLCC)

Carry out cooperation in exchange
of berths to increase operation
efficiency
Carry out Time Charter business
cooperation in various forms

"Going-out" Strategy

Set tanker shipping center in
Singapore
Diversify the shipping routes to
increase the global coverage

▲ Multiple moves of CSTANKER to ensure energy transport

▲ 114,000-tonnage 1# / 2# Product /Crude Oil Ships ▲ Signing Ceremony of CSTANKER VLCC Construction Contract
Start Construction
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Support the Transport of Important Goods
China Shipping Bulkers actively develops new business, deepens cooperation with the outside world, strengthens
overseas marketing to promote the corporate’s restructuring and development and enhances its competitiveness of
transporting goods. In 2015, China Shipping Bulkers achieves total freight volume at 120.828 million tons, rotation
volume of goods transport at 303.2 billion ton sea miles.
Establish Business
Platform

Diversify Business

Institution restructuring
according to business
areas and types of ships
Form new organizations
structure, Simulate
Corporate operation

“Sea into the River”
Business
Bulk Cargo Trade
Business
Charter Business

Speed up
Internationalization
Strategy

Strengthen Strategic
Cooperation
SDIC Power Co.,Ltd.
China Resources Power
Holdings Co., Ltd.
Jimei University

Strengthen overseas
marketing network
construction
Optimize overseas
outlets construction

▲ Multiple moves of China Shipping Bulkers to increase the capacity of goods transport

CASE
Innovative Business Model: "Sea into the
River" Entire Logistics Services
In October 2015, China Shipping Bulkers set up
China Shipping Bulker Carrier (Wuhan) Co., Ltd. to
actively expand the "Sea into the River" business
and develop towards "Ocean, Sea, River" integral
operation business model. China Shipping Bulkers
set up a logistics platform for bulk cargo to cover
the entire logistics service from transport to trade
and completed 44 voyages from sea to river in
2015 with total freight volume at 2.01 million tons.
The "Sea into the River" business extends China
Shipping Bulkers’ service chain and further fulfills
the demands from bulk cargo users along the
Yangtze River for transport into the rivers.

▲ "Jia Mao Shan" Ship loaded the deck cargo for the first
time-Large scale wind power

▲ Delivery Ceremony "Bao Chen Ling" Ship and "Bao Guang Ling" Ship
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Pioneer in LNG Transport

▲ The naming ceremony of the 170,000 m3 LNG ship "Southern Cross" was held in
Shanghai

With the changes in China's energy
strategy, LNG imports holds practical
significance for China to improve
the energy structure. CS LNG has
accelerated the construction of
LNG carriers, explored the road of
supervising ship construction on its
own, learnt and participated in the
ship operation and management,
raised the capability of accepting
and managing new vessels with the
aim of building a large-scale LNG
fleet at international advanced level.
In 2015, CS LNG has 3 project
running LNG carriers and 10 LNG
carriers under construction; the first
and second vessels completed 13
voyage.

CASE
"PAPUA" Ship Contributes LNG Energy Transport
On January 8, 2015, the naming ceremony of the 170,000 m3 LNG carrier "PAPUA" was held in Shanghai.
“PAPUA" Carrier is the first LNG ship China has ever designed and built on its own and China holds complete
intellectual property rights to it. After "PAPUA" was put into operation, its total freight volume reaches more
than 1 million tons, securing the natural gas transport in Shandong Province, China and other regions.

▲ Maiden Voyage of "PAPUA" ship in January 2015
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High Quality Customer Service
To satisfy customers is an important driving
force in the development and progress of
CSDC. CSDC keeps improving service
quality to meet customer expectations and
continues to enhance customer satisfaction.
CSTANKER strengthens the transport
quality management in an all-round and allprocess manner. It supervises the loading
and unloading and operates individual ships
on fixed routes to improve the quality of
goods transport. At the same time, it actively
expands customer communication channels
to fully understand customer needs,
improves customer satisfaction measurement
program and improves services, supervision
and evaluation system to provide quality
services constantly. In 2015, CSTANKER
received a total of 26 customer testimonials
and 10 customer complaints while customer
satisfaction reached 95%. China Shipping
Bulkers received no customer complaints
while customer satisfaction was 94.8%.

I am the cargo owner of "Ping Chi" Ship 1526 voyage,
which unloaded at Tianjin Port. At 14:30, 2015-7-30,
it started unloading. At 11:10, 2015-7-31, it finished
unloading goods with very clean stripping. All crew were
polite, warm and thoughtful in service and maintained
good and effective communication with other staff on
docks or so during the job. “Ping Chi" Ship’s crew has
excellent teamwork and strong sense of obedience.
Also, the ship kept the environment clean and in good
order while offered diversified and sanitary food.
Hereby I would appraise the ship and hope your
company could arrange “Ping Chi" Ship at our service
next time.
——China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation Beijing
Yanshan Branch, Marketing Center

CASE
Support Grains to Reach Anywhere Globally

▲ Sailing Ceremony of the Food Liner
In order to assist COFCO in transporting the world’s foods from their origins to the Chinese market, in October
2015, China Shipping (Group) Company and COFCO held the launching ceremony for a food liner at Beiliang
Port in Dalian. On the ground of the cooperation between the two parties and according to the needs from
COFCO, China Shipping Bulkers leveraged the advantages of bulk fleets in specialized operation and formed
the International food liner transport fleet. It developed a bulk grain liner shipping routes customized for
COFCO. Launching the food liner enables a more stable and tailor-made food transport services for COFCO.
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CASE
Thumb-up from Customers for High Quality Service
In January 2015, "Zun Yi Tan" Ship 1502 voyage went to Nanjing loaded with goods of customers. In order to
avoid oil from not fully unloading, the crew had a full discussion about unloading details, carefully checked the
unloading equipment and tools, fully communicated with cargo owner about unloading and examination and
actively shared the unloading progress with shipper. After the completion of unloading, the cargo owner gave
full recognition and appreciation to the crew on "Zun Yi Tan" Ship. The "Service-oriented" concept and high
quality services details help it get customer's "thumbs up" for its service.

To properly handle customer complaints is an important measure to improve the company's service level. Thereof,
CSDC has established a sound process to handle customer complaints in a timely manner, and take it a basis to
improve the service quality.

Receive
the
complaint

Promise
the time to
handle the
complaint

department
investigation

paper
report

timely
response

summary
and
archive

▲ Customer Complaint Response Procedure of CSDC

China Shipping Bulkers has drafted and strictly enforced confidentiality policy. On top of collective contract
depositary, it encrypted key data through technical means. At the same time, it carries out confidentiality education
and training among employees and strictly manages employees’ accesses.
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Achieve Win-win with Industrial Partners
CSDC strengthens communication with industry partners, shares its development experience, and adheres to
responsible purchasing, improves supplier responsibility, makes efforts to build harmonious relationships with
industry partners and grows together with them for a win-win future.

Promote the Development of the Shipping Industry
China Shipping Bulkers extends along the vertical industrial value chain to build the "Ship-cargo Easy" trading
platform, which establishes a database for voyage efficiency and benefits calculation, shares cargo information
timely and builds a credible third-party platform. "Ship-Cargo Easy" trading platform covers eastern and southern
China involving more than 30 ship owners and achieves average freight volume of 6 million tons per month. The
platform is gradually pushing forward the development of the shipping industry.
In order to promote the overall development of the industry, CSTANKER strengthens communication with the
industry, participates in the management of China Ship-owners' Association and Shanghai Institute of Navigation,
etc., undertakes meetings including the Second Session of the 10th Council Meeting of Oil Ports Branch of China
Ports & Harbors Association, and holds industry discussions and exchanges on the topics such as the safety
situation of port and the shipping industry, the current situation and development prospects, etc..
China Shipping Bulkers actively participate in activities including China Shipowners' Association Bulk Transport
Committee Meeting, Guangzhou Shipping Bulk Cargo Logistics & Development Forum and the third session of
the 5th Council Meeting of Guangdong Province Shipowners Association Council to discuss the construction of an
international shipping center in Guangzhou, strengthening cooperation between ship-owners among other issues
with industry partners to contribute suggestions and strategies for the development of the industry.

Promote the Development of LNG Industry
LNG industry is a typical long-value-chain industry from upstream gas exploration and production, natural gas
liquefying, natural gas transport to downstream electricity generation and city gas utilization. The industry is still
in the development stage in China. CS LNG strengthens cooperation and exchanges with international shipping
companies, builds China's largest 170,000 m3 LNG vessel, pushes forward the construction of China LNG ships and
strengthens joint-investment and cooperation with large domestic energy companies to actively participate in the
LNG transport project and lead the development of the whole industry value chain.

Responsible Purchasing
CSDC adheres to fair and transparent procurement
principles, pays attention to suppliers’ impacts on the
environment and society, improves suppliers’ awareness
and capability of social responsibility management
and gradually improves supplier management system.
On basis of Procurement, Outsourcing and Supplier
Management Process, CSTANKER standardizes its
procurement and outsourcing management processes
a s w e l l a s s u p p l i e r c o n tr o l p r o ce s s, r e g u l a te s
accreditation, selection, evaluation, elimination and
other mechanisms for the suppliers, raises specific
requirements for suppliers‘ management on safety,
environmental protection, occupational health, energy
and other aspects.
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▲ The number of suppliers of CSDC
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CSDC always put safety in the first place of the Company’s development. It firmly sticks to the
bottom line of safety, continues to promote the implementation of quality and safety management
system, advances the standardization of safe production, improves the safety management
performance, increases the safety performance of the fleets and ensures the safe navigation of
fleets, laying foundation for Company’s survival and sustainable development.

Pursue Safe
Navigation Excellence
Strengthen Fleet
Safety Performance
Improve Safety
Management
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Improve Safety Management
CSDC continues to improve safety management system, promotes the safe development, strengthens the capability
to identify safety risks, enhances the control over safety risks, cultivates and builds safety culture, improves the
safety quality of staff and guarantees employees' health and safety.

Build a Strong Safety Foundation
CSDC strictly implements the work safety responsibility system, strengthens the construction of safety system
and achieves stable operation of safety mechanisms. CSTANKER practices safety management reform with
"superintendent system" ship management model, dual-channel employment mechanism and supervisor & ship
bonding mechanism as the core contents. It established a comprehensive inspection center in Singapore to increase
management of ocean-going vessels and to create core competency of "intrinsical safety, safe development".
CSTANKER has repositioned the functions of the Ministry of Work Safety, added the safe production responsibility
system to the File on Comprehensive Management System and signed letters of safety responsibility at three levels
in stepwise manner to guarantee the implementation of safety management.
CSTANKER improves marine management rules and regulations by timely revising the system documents according
to the new regulations from the International Safety Management Code and the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea; it established a full-time management position for marine safety supervision, developed and
implemented preventive measures for safety reasons and enhanced monthly, quarterly and annual assessment to
ensure the implementation of various safe production systems.
IN 2015, there are no big accidents, major accidents or extraordinary accidents occurring to CSDC. 2 ordinary
accidents and 3 minor accidents have all been properly handled.

Strengthen Risk Management
The key element in safety management lies in preventive
measures. CSTANKER strengthens the establishment of
prevention and pre-control mechanism in safety management,
improves risk management, enhances hidden dangers
investigation and tackling, and increases emergency
management level. China Shipping Bulkers supervises ships
to carry out specific safe production checks and enhance
the capability of defect rectification. In 2015, CSTANKER
inspected 848 hidden dangers and made 831 rectifications.
Its rectification rate reached 97.99%. China Shipping Bulkers
inspected 2,602 ordinary hidden dangers and rectified 2,552
of them. Its rectification rate was at 98.08%.

Onboard supervisor is responsible for
checks on ships
Appraise the reported dangerous situation
Enhance replay check of ship bridge CCTV

All staff
hidden
dangers
inspection
Special
inspection
Safety
check
Ship bridge special
inspection
Special inspection of wind
and freezing prevention
Self-inspection of pollution
prevention equipment
Self-inspection of fire and
explosion prevention

▲ Hidden dangers inspection of the equipment on
"Shen Nong Feng" Ship
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Internal audit
enhances on-site
inspection and
random check on
equipment operation
Enhance internal
audit on shore-base
sector system

▲ Major measures CSDC takes to prevent safety risks
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CASE
Eliminate Hidden Dangers and Promote Safety
Since August 2015, China Shipping Bulkers carried out major safety inspection for a period of six months. The
crew carried out all-round inspection with "strict" requirements and the "down-to-earth" attitude. They timely
summarized the problems found in the inspection and established ship safety management file to strengthen
the vessel management and tracking in a targeted manner, eliminate hidden dangers, avoid or reduce
accidents and ensure safety in production.

Enjoy Health and Safety
To protect employees' occupational safety, CSDC formulated occupational health and safety management practices
and took multiple initiatives to change staff’s safety awareness from "want me to be safe" into "I want to be safe" to
enhance employee safety awareness and safety skills. In 2015, no work-related fatality occurred in CSDC.
Strengthen trainings

Enhance publicity

Pre-job and on-board
training
Accidents warning
training, Workshops

Internal newsletter
starts special issues
for publicizing safety
Safety educational
animation “Everyone
makes a little mistake”

Active
communications
Captain, chief
engineers and political
commissar talk to the
crew before boarding
Captain and chief
engineer have
workshop to review
the voyage after
disembarking

Carry out activities
Production safety
month
"119" Fire-fighting week
Work skills competition
Emergency exercises

▲ Multiple initiatives of CSDC to enhance employee safety awareness

▲ "Yu De" Ship carried out safety training

▲ "Lian Hua Feng" Ship fire emergency ▲ Ship to Shore Emergency Exercises
drill

C S TA N K E R c a r r i e s o u t v a r i o u s
safety knowledge training and
organizes DuPont safety concept
learning session among employees.
It developed Safe Production Month
activities and planned activities
to encourage employees identify
unsafe element around them and to
collect warning, advocacy or working
language related to safety culture so
as to continue increasing employee
safety knowledge and self-protection
capability.
In 2015, China Shipping Bulkers
selected typical cases of work-related
accidents which occurred in recent
years and put them into 16 categories
such as switching cover job, cleaning
and rinsing job and others. It had a
detailed analysis of the cause of the
accidents and compiled them into
Work injury accidents Notice to be
sent to ships for employee learning.
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Strengthen Fleet Safety Performance
Fleet safety performance is the foundation of shipping safety. CSDC promotes young fleets, improves the capability
of ship maintenance and makes technical improvement to ships to ensure the safety of facilities and equipment and
comprehensively enhance the safety performance of the fleet.

Create a Young Fleet
The age of ships can reflect safety technical status as well as wear & tear of the ships and equipments. CSDC
constantly adjusts the fleet structure, speeds up the elimination of old ships, thus reducing the safety risks of old
ships due to aging equipment and relatively high attrition rate and improving fleet safety. In 2015, the average age of
ships from CSTANKER is 6.9 years while that from Chins Shipping Bulkers is 4.7 years.
To ensure the quality of newly-constructed ships, CS LNG strengthened over all supervision of shipbuilding, set up
project supervision team, participated in the whole process of all technical engineering meetings including equipment
technical negotiations, drawing review, Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) of equipments, etc. and completed relevant
professional supervision and inspection.

Advance Technical Application
CSDC introduced and improved safety
technologies, deepened the applications of
CCTV, implemented CWBT ship maintenance
system and Planned Maintenance System
(PMS) and lifted safety management level
by using information technology. In 2015,
CNTANKER equipped the ships with electronic
chart; China Shipping Bulkers updated 10
ship radars, 6 gyrocompasses and completed
the reformation of engine lube oil cooler for 10
"An" series ships.

▲ Daily Maintenance of China Shipping Fanhua Ship

▲ "Chang Chi" ship's crew carries out inspection and repairs
to the ship
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Pursue Safe Navigation Excellence
CSDC is committed to pursuing excellent safety performance. It prevents ship collision with its full strength, actively
responds to the pirate assault and external factors such as the weather to ensure safe navigation of ships.

Avoid Collision
In order to prevent the ship collision, CSDC improves employee safety awareness and skills through trainings,
strengthens the supervision and inspection of the ship during the voyage and improves the "three key factors"
mechanism (key ship, key captain, key route).

Organize
Trainings
Clarify the
key points

Enhance
Supervision

Learning and exchanges of collision
prevention emergency plan
Enhance learning of international
and company guidelines
Driver training in rotation, new
caption training

Increase random checks of
CCTV
Always stick to uniform
standards for ship checks
Irregular checks

Enhance the monitoring of key
ships and key routes
Key watch measures in
restricted visibility

▲ Multiple measures taken by CSDC to prevent ship collision
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Strengthen the Security of Ships
CSDC continues to strengthen anti-terrorism
and ship security in volatile areas and
waters, and improves the capability of antipiracy to protect the safety of the ship and
crew. CSTANKER increased ship security
support, established ship security team,
developed security plans, applied for "Armed
Security Escort Ship Certificate", improved
the weakness in guarding against pirates
through drills and regulated security work.
China Shipping Bulkers makes plans for
ships sailing in dangerous waters in advance,
strengthens anti-piracy drills, armed security
and naval escort ships and monitors ships to
pass through anti-piracy zone safely.
▲ The crew Install Anti-pirate Brambles on "Chao Yang Feng" Ship

Establish Security Team
Make security plan
Armed security to escort
the ship
Real-time monitor ships

Anti-piracy equipments
Install Relevant
Equipments
Enhance external
cooperation
Contact international coalition
Forces convoy
Joint drill with armed security
▲ Anti-piracy measures of CSDC
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Reduce the Impacts of the Weather
In order to mitigate the impacts of typhoons, monsoon and other weather disasters to navigation, CSTANKER
ensures that the major maintenance projects is completed before the typhoon prevailing season, that it timely
receives and collects warning information or instructions from traffic, weather, companies, port authorities and other
departments. It plans typhoon, flood prevention plans or plans against typhoon according to shipping routes, ports
operating characteristics, etc and adopts relevant wind and typhoon prevention measures.
China Shipping Bulkers enhances capabilities of collecting and tracking the global meteorological information
and sea conditions, summarizes experiences over the years to prevent meteorological disasters, and integrates
information from global maritime hydrometeorological service platform to plan meteorological disaster prevention
measures in advance. In addition, China Shipping Bulkers strengthens routine inspections and maintenance of the
hull structure of old ships, arrange the ships to take shelter from the wind or adjust the routes at proper time. In 2015,
China Shipping Bulkers guided 632 ships and vessels to effectively take shelter from the typhoon and to resist the
typhoon, helping it to keep the record of no accident in typhoon prevention in 32 years.

CASE
"An Xiu Shan" Ship Deals with Typhoon "Du Juan" with Ease
In September 2015, the fully loaded "An Xiu
Shan" ship was anchored and waited for
berthing at Ningde, Fujian Province while
Typhoon "Du Juan" might approach at any
time and affected the ship. "An Xiu Shan"
ship actively planned preventive measures,
inspected various facilities on the ship and
checked, tied and reinforced all big-ticket
items. With the approaching of the typhoon,
"An Xiu Feng" ship set sail towards the
waters near Shantou to take shelter from the
typhoon and continued to receive weather
data to strengthen the monitoring of various
ship equipments. After the landing of the
typhoon, the crew dredged the water outlet
from time to time to avoid water logging.
The implementation of various preventive
measures and the strong capability to deal
with bad weather ensured the safe return
"An Xiu Shan" ship.

▲ The crew checked the "An Xiu Shan" ship
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As a large shipping company, CSDC adheres to the concept of “being an excellent marine
citizen”, keeps strengthening the environmental management system, advances the
development of larger-scale, large, young and low-carbon fleet, reduces its impacts on the
environment with improvement in the management and technology upgrading and pursues
green, circular, low-carbon and sustainable development.

Practice Green
Navigation
Develop Green Ships

Strengthen Environment
Management
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Strengthen Environment Management
Environment management system is the basis for the Company to manage their impacts on the environment. In
2015, CSDC effectively implemented laws and regulations on environment protection and continuously improved
the environment management system, laying foundation for the environment protection from the organizational and
systematical perspectives. In 2015, CSDC invested a total of 25.045 million yuan in environment protection.

Implement Green Management
Since January 1,2015, the requirement for using low sulfur fuel from the Annex of International Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL Convention) took effective. In response, China Shipping Bulkers
timely amended relevant company documents to follow and match the international conventions and to ensure the
effectiveness of the system operation.
Since the establishment of "Comprehensive energy-saving monitoring working group" in 2013, CSTANKER started
controlling fuel-saving in an all-round manner, of all staff and over the whole process. It includes overall planning,
quantitative indicators, dynamic monitoring and results evaluation. In 2015, CSTANKER established "Energy
Management System", drafted energy management plans, compiled energy management manual, worked out
energy review management program and established process of setting energy benchmark and energy performance
parameter; it clarified the management responsibilities of relevant departments and carried out several staff training.
CSTANKER’s energy management system has been reviewed by CCS (China Classification Society) and obtained
certificate.
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Coastal and Oceangoing Operation
Department

▲ Department responsibilities of CSTANKER's energy management system
Since January 1, 2015, the sulfur content in the fuel oil of ships sailing in the SOx Emission Control Area (ECA) should not exceed 0.1% m / m
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Enhance Environment Awareness
In order to enhance the environment protection atmosphere, CSDC publicized environment protection awareness
through training, internal newsletter, etc. and encouraged employees to explore ways of energy saving and
environment protection. China Shipping Bulkers holds equipment operations trainings, antifouling management
trainings as well as training, lectures, seminars about the newly effective conventions and regulations of International
Maritime Organization (IMO) 2-3 times a month. CSTANKER had all-round and professional trainings for all levels of
the drivers, engineers, captains and chief engineers on topics such as environment protection theory, regulations as
well as the installation, the use, checks and management of the environment protection equipments. In 2015, CSDC
had environment protection related training for 520 people.

▲ China Shipping Bulkers Monthly Magazine published articles on environment protection issues from employees, CSTANKER
published the basics of its energy management system

Practice Green Office
CSDC knows very well that every piece of paper, every drop of water and every kWh of electricity come from
the gifts of nature. Therefore, the Company actively encourages employees to save paper, water, electricity and
eliminate waste in daily work, striving to create green office space. In addition, CSCC reduces carbon emissions
from transportation by reducing business trips and replacing business trips with video and conference calls, etc.
In 2015, China Shipping Bulkers vigorously practiced the paperless office, recycled the printer of various departments
and installed multi-functional printing machine to reduce paper waste.

paper
consumption

water
consumption

3,093 m

3

electricity
consumption

1.4775 million sheet

1.4852 million kWh

▲ Office Resource Consumption of CSDC in 2015
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Develop Green Ships
CSDC seizes the strategic opportunities of national "Strong Marine Country" strategy and "21st Century Maritime
Silk Road" to accelerate the restructuring of the fleet structure and enhance the company's fleet competitiveness
and capability to sustainable development. At the same time, CSDC keeps enhancing management capabilities and
improving energy-saving technologies to reduce resource consumption and emissions from ships.

Optimized Fleet Structure
China Shipping Bulkers phased out old ships with high fuel consumption, small tonnage, long age and low market
competitiveness in advance. In 2015, 35 old ships/1.316 million dwt went into early retirement while 8 new ships
were added into the fleet, improving its capacity structure and reducing the impacts from ships with higher fuel
consumption on the environment.
CSTANKER VLCC "Xin An Yang" ship and "Xin Yue Yang" ship were installed with environment protection
equipment, which is fit with low sulfur fuel, and started using LSMGO (low sulfur marine gasoil) with 0.1% sulfur
content. VLCC "Xin Dan Yang" ship and "Xin Lian Yang" ship is equipped with ballast water treatment system that
can prevent the spread of harmful marine micro-organisms and pathogens, thus protecting the marine environment.
Two 110,000 -tonnage Aframax tanker were also equipped with equipments fit for low-sulfur fuel and ballast water
treatment systems.

Promote Management and Energy Conservation with
Technology
China Shipping Bulkers has intensified supervision and management of marine lubricants consumption, developed
lubricants consumption indicators related to rotating speed of the main engine, tracks and monitors actual
consumption monthly and timely investigates abnormal consumption through horizontal benchmarking with the same
type of ship as well as vertical comparison of single ships. In addition, China Shipping Bulker took full advantages
of the comprehensive, accurate and fast information platform and organized seminars discussing the usage of fuel
management module on the information platform to carry out normalized management on the fuel consumption.

CASE
Lean Management to Tap the Energy-saving Potential
Among CS Bulkers' “An” series ships, "An Xiu Shan" ship always features relatively high fuel consumption.
In order to tap the energy-saving potential, chief engineer CHEN Hong Sheng carried out in-depth study
into the daily management and operation of electrical equipment. Through careful inspection, repairing all
possible gas-guzzling or oil-leaking equipments, he found and solved the problem timely. Thanks to the
more sophisticated work management and operational processes, the ship achieved energy saving. "An Xiu
Shan" reduced more than 1 ton of fuel consumption per day, achieved total fuel consumption reduction of 13
tons during each voyage.

In terms of technological reformation for energy-saving, China Shipping Bulkers focuses on projects that reduce
fuel and lubricants consumption. China Shipping Bulkers completed 14 major projects involving technological
improvement of more than 30 vessels.
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Reform the electric oiler of cylinder oil of "Guang
Ming Feng" ship. Under the same rotation speed,
cylinder oil consumption is reduced by 30%-40%.

Install HVRF on 6 "Feng" series ships and 7 "Bao"
series ships largely increased the efficiency of the
propellers and reduced fuel consumption. Main
engine could save 2.5% fuel consumption.

Install Electric Heaters

Install electric heaters to the oil supply system for
22 ships to ensure the ships do not need to use
boiler while berthing.

▲ Part of China Shipping Bulkers' technological improvement for energy saving

CSTANKER achieved energy saving and consumption reduction through taking measures including reforming marine
electronic oiler, installing low-sulfur fuel oil applicable system, upgrading communications equipment and reforming
energy-saving propeller caps to reduce ship fuel consumption. CSTANKER installed low-sulfur fuel oil applicable
system on 5 ships including "Xin An Yang" ship, planned and promoted best practices such as cabin cleaning and
filling inert gas. It replaced mechanical oiler for main engine cylinder on 10 vessels with Alpha electronic oiler, thus
effectively reducing the consumption of cylinder oil, and saving a total of 38,761.5 kg oil after the reformation in 2015.

CASE
Propeller Wears an Energy-saving "Cap"
In 2015, China Shipping Bulkers deeply tap the potential in energy saving and consumption reduction. It
cooperated with China Ship Scientific Research Center to develop new technologies, namely installing
propeller boss cap fin on "Yun Long Feng" ship to save energy and reduce emissions.
The propeller boss cap fins is placed at propeller tip cap to serve the purposes of saving hydrodynamic
energy of propeller by offsetting propeller hub vortex energy. The number of propeller boss cap fins matches
the number of propellers and they work through rotating to the opposite direction of the propeller. It can
reduce the bubbles from propeller tail and reduce cavitation effect to improve hydrodynamic performance,
increase propulsion efficiency and increase speed.
After nearly two months of testing, the results show that the fuel consumption of "Yun Long Feng" was
largely reduced after installing propeller boss cap fins, no matter the ship is fully loaded or without load. The
average saving per day is around 1.5 tons.
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Practice Green Navigation
The shipping industry shoulders important responsibilities of global logistics. Nevertheless, the pollutant discharge
during navigation still poses a threat to marine environment. CSDC takes targeted measures including practicing
low-speed navigation, reducing pollutant discharges and saving water to increase the efficiency of resource usage as
much as possible and to reduce the environmental impact of ships during navigation.

Practice Low-speed Navigation
China Shipping Bulkers turned the special requirements of lower speed navigation of main engine into regular
management practices. It re-adjust rotating speed of the main engine and fuel consumption indicators to further
reduce the main engine load to 50%SMCR (Specified Maximum Continuous Rating) under the precondition
of ensuring safe navigation. It also uses remote monitoring system, turbine log of shipping system and fuel
consumption tracking module during ship scheduling to monitor the actual operating rotating speed of main engine
and the operation situation of the motors on a daily basis and to track and analyze the reduced-speed navigation on
a monthly basis, thus ensuring ships are practicing low-speed navigation. In 2015, the CSDC saved a total of 75,000
tons fuel through the implementation of low-speed navigation.

3.59
3.27
3.02

2.88

2.72
2.39

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

▲ CDSC fuel consumption per unit operation in the past years (kg/1,000 ton sea mile )

Total Fuel Consumption

Lubricant Consumption

1.111 Million tons

7,857.93 tons

▲ CDSC fuel consumption in 2015
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Reduce Pollutant Discharge during Navigation
The Quality and Safety Management System Documentation from China Shipping Bulkers effective controls pollutant
discharge by ships from the management level and clearly defined rules for controlling ship pollutant discharges,
preventing ships from air pollution, ship ballast water management, ship cabin sewage treatment, ship domestic
sewage treatment, ship garbage treatment, daily management of ship oils, etc. In addition, it pays special attention to
supervising the proper treatment of pollutants such as cabin sewage and household garbage and regulated recording
of "Oil Record Book" and "Garbage Record Book" in daily operation.
CO2

Sulfur oxides

Nitrogen

2,527,415.76

48,722.26

6,637.89

5.37

0.10

0.01

Emitted substance
Emission (ton)
Emission of unit turnover (kg/1,000 ton sea mile)

▲ CDSC Discharge in 2015

Oily
Water

Oil
Content

Non-hazardous
waste

94,445 tons

9,232 tons

130.7 tons

▲ CSDC oily water discharge in 2015

Hazardous
waste

353.1 tons

▲ China Shipping Bulkers waste discharge in 2015

Highly Praise Water Conservation
CSDC encourages the crew to develop good habits of using water during voyage, prevents water from running for a
long time and prohibits using water with large flow. At the same time, it recycled household water such as water used
in washing vegetables and in laundry to save water consumption during sailing. In 2015, The ships of China Shipping
Bulkers consumed 277,300 cubic meters of water.

CASE
New Tactics of "Bao Xiang Ling" Ship to Save Water
"Bao Xiang Ling" ship takes advantage of the rainy weather in the Southeast Asia and takes rain as a
natural fresh water production machine. It channeled the rainwater into the cabin to be used as household
water, turning waste into treasure. Once "Bao Xiang Ling" ship stayed at Malaysia during the voyage and it
coincided with the local flood. While the rain continued, the crew took advantage of this condition and washed
the larger the area of the bridge top, bridge deck and decks on the fourth and fifth floor of living area with the
rain water. It also detuned the ship by 1 degree with ballast water to collect the rainwater and lead them to the
tanks at ship stern for daily fresh water storage. With this method, the ship can collect at least 2-3 tons or as
much as more than 20 tons of rainwater one day. The new tactics by "Bao Xiang Ling" provided the ship with
steady supplies of fresh water and fully utilized the water resources.
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Talent is key for companies to achieve sustainable development. CSDC attracts talents from
all sectors with broad development prospects and warm care for employees, helps employees
achieve their personal values and pursues joint growth of both the Company and employees.

Care for the Happy
Life of Employees
Assist Growth and
Development of Employees
Protect the Basic
Rights and Interests
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Protect the Basic Rights and Interests
CSDC strictly abides by Labor Law of the People's Republic of China and other laws and regulations, provides equal
and fair opportunity for all employees and ensures that all employees fully enjoy the rights to speak according to
the law and get sound welfare benefits under the premise that employees are not treated with any discrimination or
discriminatory.

Converge Excellent Talents
CSDC observes international human right convention
and strongly opposes child labor and forced labor.
The Company strives to create an environment where
diversified talents could learn from each other and inspire
each other. In 2015, the Company had 736 employees
(excluding crew) including 2 disabled employees, 13
minority employees and 42 foreign employees.
On the basis of improving and implementing employee
compensations and benefits, CSDC further enhances
the transparency and fairness of the remuneration
packages. Meanwhile, it fully implements "Horse
Racing" performance-based salary system and
makes efforts to break the salary ceiling to stimulate
employees’ enthusiasm and proactive attitude.

Indicator

2015

The coverage of labor contract signed

100%

The coverage of social insurance

100%

Percentage of female return to work
after parental leave

100%

Turnover rate

1.15%

Average days of paid leave

11.24

▲ Employees' basic rights and interests protection of
CSDC in 2015

CSDC implements the marriage leave, maternity leave and parental leave according to the Special Rules on the
Labor Protection of Female Employees and ensures that all of female employees returned to their work posts after
parental leave with full strengths.
2.9%
27.3%

15.9%
Male employees

Gender

55.7%

72.7%

10.0%

4.5%
23.5%

11.3%

Ages

25.5%

Age 36-45

16.0%

Academic
background

Aged 56 and above

62.9%

▲ Basic situation of CSDC employees
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Number of front-line
executives
Number of working staff

Technical secondary school
and others
Junior college
College

Age 46-55

26.4%

Number of middle-level
executives

9.8%

Aged 25 and below
Aged 26-35

35.6%

Position

Female employees

Number of senior executives

Master and above
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Build Diversified Participation Channels
CSDC has set three regular communication platforms, namely Trade unions, Workers' Congress and Employees'
meeting, to provide basic guarantee for continuous communication with employees. On one hand, CSDC improves
feedback mechanisms to employee proposals by ensuring that all employees who make proposals is entitled to know
the Company’s solutions to the proposals in the form of written feedback; on the other hand, CSDC innovates and makes
breakthrough in the form of employee participation and the content of the communication, to better unleash employees’
intelligence.
The number
of proposals

21

The number of cases
that are put on record

Written
feedback rate

5

100

▲ The proposal made on Workers' Congress of China Shipping Bulkers in 2015

CSTANKER stimulated employees' vitality to participate in the corporate management through "Golden Ideas"
activities. "Golden Ideas" campaign advocated that "everyone is responsible for the management, everything has
room for improvement". It encouraged every employee to identify problems by active reflection on their daily work
and to propose reasonable and practical "ideas". In 2015, CSTANKER collected 2187 "Golden Ideas". The "Golden
Idea" -"Optimizing Sailing Speed" - brought up by HU Xian Li and CHENG Hou Xi, won " Shanghai City workers’
Outstanding Achievement Award for Advanced Operating Method" from Shanghai Federation of Trade Unions.
To inspire and motivate more employees to participate in the management of the company, CSTANKER selected
55 "Golden Ideas" from the 1,842 pieces collected during 2013-2014 and compiled them to a book for learning and
exchanges of all onshore staff.
To help employees better knows the rules and regulations that related to their personal interests and to tackle the
challenges from huge amount of information in the previous work, from the poor access to the information and the
poor readability, CSTANKER created a "FAQ about hot and difficult topics concerned by the crew" column on Wechat
platform to answer all kinds of questions that the crew care about in the clear and concise form of Q&A.

▲ Answering employee hot topic on
Wechat platform

▲ The Index of "Golden Ideas"Compilation Manual
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Assist Growth and Development of Employees
CSDC regards staff as the Company's most valuable asset and is committed to providing a broad platform for the
growth and development of employees. According to Cadre and Talent Development and Implementation Plan of
China Shipping Bulkers (2014-2015) and Cadre and Talent Development Outline of CSTANKER (2014-2015), China
Shipping Bulkers and CNTANKER further improves the talent training system and promotion management system to
support the growth and development of employees.

Improve Diversified Training System
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Training is an important way to facilitate personal growth and increase employee value. In 2015, CSDC developed
diversified training system by applying the most suitable way of learning to various business types. At the same time,
it advanced the research and development of training contents to further improve the curriculum system.

Safety training, pre-job
training, new employee
orientation

▲ CSDC diversified training curriculum system

CASE
"One college, Two plans, Three platforms" to Guarantee Talent Development
In 2015, China Shipping Bulkers promoted the in-depth development of its training system on the basis of "One
college, Two plan, Three platforms". It constantly responds to the changing training needs by developing APPs
and Wechat platform on the mobile phone and plays the advantage of the remote resources from "Networking
Academy". Meanwhile, it relies on the three training platform - Group’s Party School, professional training
institutes and enterprise internal mentor training mechanism– to carry out development plan for reserve cadres
and the international talents development plan with "Overseas Talents" "Ocean Talents" and "Young Talent" as the
main content.
In 2015, China Shipping Bulkers held 104 training courses of various kinds, covering 4,244 people, sent
183 people for external training and dispatched 67 people in batches to overseas outlets and foreign wellknown shipping companies for visiting, studying, mastering management expertise in international operations,
broadening international outlook and developing pioneering and innovative spirit.
Development plan for reserve cadres
Networking
Academy

Group’s Party School
Professional training institutes

The international talents development plan

Enterprise internal mentor training mechanism

▲ Diversified training system of China Shipping Bulkers
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Under the strategic positioning of global development, CNTANKER
puts the discovery and development of international talents to the key
position as one of the business strategies. While actively leveraging
the Group's resources to introduce and train talents with potential,
CNTANKER makes efforts to enhance the capability of developing
international talents on their own. On one hand, CNTANKER
strengthened cooperation with China Shipping Maritime University to
train highly qualified personnel for specific posts; on the other hand,
it took the opportunities of various international cooperation projects
and the company’s maturing overseas outlets to select young talents
to go to overseas business outlets and international organizations for
observation and learning so as to improve employees' capability to
participate in international competition.
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Total Training
Investment:

3.652
million yuan

Training
Person-times:

Average
Training Hour:

6,463

54.3

person-times

hours

▲ Training performance of CSDC in 2015

Smooth Career Development Path
CNTANKER created a systematic platform for talent competition and opened the conversion channel between technical
positions and management positions to make the talent promotion more fair and just. While CNTANKER optimized the
human resources allocation of talents management system, the employee satisfaction to the appointment mechanism
increased year by year and rose to 90% in 2015 from less than 70 per cent in 2013.
China Shipping Bulkers guarantee the promotion of young talents in many ways. It broadens the promotion channels of
young talent with cadres exit mechanism, dual channel promotion mechanism of position and rank and optimized position
gradient structure. At the same time, China Shipping Bulkers strengthens the construction of the reserve cadres pool and
carries out "Enroll the outstanding performer while drop out the weak performer" dynamic management to the talent pool.
In 2015, employee satisfaction to the appointment mechanism of China Shipping Bulkers was 98.8%.

CASE
"Set Sail Action" Helps Young People to Grow
To accelerate development of international talents and youth cadres, China Shipping Bulkers established "Set Sail
Action" young cadres training camp to gather young talents for the growth plans. Leaders from various business
segments formed a mentor team consisting of 15 people. Mentors develop reasonable training plans according to
individual characteristics, knowledge structure and professional level of each student.
In 2015, the training camp held four themed training under the
theme such as "self-management, self-transcending" "one belt,
one road’, China’s grand strategy in the new century," "the art of
leadership and capabilities to handling problems". The trainings
help improve the overall quality of young talents from the
perspective of management skills, strategic insight, capabilities
to handle problems and other aspects, laying a solid foundation
for their career development and personal growth.
"Mentors are leaders of various business segments. I cannot
wait to rush into the classroom to get their direct guidance and
listen to their well-designed and well-summarized courses."
——Chen Xiaolin (students from the training camp)

"Our team consists of nine people who
are from various departments such
as finance, maintenance, operation,
scheduling, etc. Before the training
camp, we work in our own business
and we are independent from the other
business. Now people from different
business unit become a team and we
are exposed to different businesses. All
these combined with the coaching from
mentors just broaden my horizons. "
——Xu Youjie (group leader of the 7th
group in the training camp)
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Care for the Happy Life of Employees
CSDC is committed to providing employees with a warm, happy and healthy environment for working and living. It
enriches employees’ social life and raise employees’ happiness index through actively organizing and carrying out
various cultural and sports activities in response to the needs of employees.

STORY
"Speed of Life" that Across the Hemisphere
In May 2015, the brother of the crew Lin Bing Jun from China Shipping Bulkers' "Jia Sheng Shan" ship was
diagnosed with leukemia and was in a serious condition in needs of a bone marrow transplant as soon as
possible in order to save life. As the bone marrow from other immediate family members all fail to match, Lin
Bing Jun becomes the only hope for his brother.
At that time, Lin Bing Jun has just arrived the anchorage of Houston, United States, with the ship. As soon as
the company heard the news, it immediately arranged the landing of Lin Bing Jun by boat and flied him from
Houston back home to China at the first time. In the end, Lin Bing Jun was able to fly back home on the 11th
of the month to do the bone marrow matching test.
It only took a few days and nights from "Jia Sheng Shan" ship reporting to onshore to request for support, to
the company arranging personnel to research and deploy Lin Bing Jun's disembarkation plan, to dispatching
specific person to track and take responsibility for the matter, to working staff in consultation with relevant US
authorities in late night and to providing all required materials for leaving United States in time. CSDC thinks
what staff thinks and worried about what staff worried about to mobilize all resources and race with time to
help employee save his family member’s life at the "Speed of Life" across the hemisphere.

Heartfelt Service to Meet Employees' needs
In 2015, China Shipping Bulkers established systems for condolence
visits and expanded the visits to cover all staff through drafting The
implementing measures of staff visit of China Shipping Bulkers
(provisional). Company leaders go directly to the front line, listening
to the voices of employees and address the needs of employees.
In order to prepare private, clean, comfortable and safe rest area for
female employees who are preparing pregnancy, during pregnancy
and during baby nursing period, China Shipping Bulkers built a
"Mummy Love Hut" to extend the heartfelt service to caring for
female employees.

Employee get
assistance

Funds for needy
employees

384

598,000

person-times

yuan

▲ Employee Assistance of CSDC in 2015
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▲ Mummy Love Hut

In September 2015, CSTANKER cooperated with several organizations
to plan the "full moon, people reunion" young employee dating party
activities to help young singles expand channels of making friends and
help them harvest friendship and romantic love beyond busy work.
In order to expand the assistance to cover all needy employees, CSDC
collected and organized the information of needy employees, helped
them alleviate their pressure and showed love to the their families through
visits on holidays and special funds for needy employees in 2015.
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Focus on Work Life Balance
In 2015, CSDC continued to organize annual large-scale cultural and sports activities, carried out a variety of themed
activities in line with the holidays such as garden party, competition and quality development activities to enrich
employees' social life.
Annual large-scale cultural
and sports activities
Cultural Month Campaign,
Sports, Arts Festival

Themed activities on holidays

Sports and Fitness

Garden Party on Women’s Day, Pay
respect to heroes and martyr on
Tomb-sweeping Day, Family Day on
Children’s Day, "Maritime Day" themed
activity, Theme speech contest, English
speech contest, "The most beautiful
front line employee" Story Collection

Regular football,
basketball and
badminton games,
external football and
basketball exhibition
games, regional Athletic
competition

▲ Part of cultural and sports activities in 2015

China Shipping Bulkers
focused on the physical and
mental health of employees
and carried out lectures on
"TCM for curing stomach
illness", psychology
knowledge, Marriage
Laws, disease prevention
and other topics to raise
employees’ awareness of
disease prevention and help
employees to achieve both
physical and mental health.

CASE
"Xin Xia Yang" Ship Built a Playground on the Ship
CNTANKER’s "Xin Xia Yang" ship is a super tanker sailing on the route
from Middle East and West Africa to the Far East. Because the ship has few
stopovers, long time sailing, serious jet lag, the crew suffered from high work
intensity and boring maritime leisure life. To improve the quality of life for the
crew, the captain Liu Xiang Xin discussed and researched with the crew and
decided to build temporary basketball courts and badminton courts without
affecting the function and safety of the ship. The construction of the playground
on "Xin Xia Yang" ship not only makes the atmosphere on-board more active,
healthy and harmonious, but also adds fun for the boring sailing life.
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CSDC emphasizes on examining, adjusting and planning its business, management and
social contribution activities from the perspective of overall social welfare. It participates in joint
community building and assisting disadvantaged group with a high corporate citizenship sense
to promote regional social development.

Collect Love and Care
for Social Welfare
Cultivate Industry Talents
Support Local Economic and
Social Development
Take an Active Part
in Marine Salvage
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Take an Active Part in Marine Salvage
All the time, CSDC takes an active part in marine
humanitarian rescues and joins hands with all parties
to build maritime security. On the morning of October
27, 2015, China Shipping Bulkers sent "An Guo
Shan" ship to participate in the joint maritime search
and rescue exercises at Nansha Port organized by
Guangzhou Maritime Search and Rescue Center,
Hong Kong Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre,
Macau Maritime and Water Bureau. "An Guo Shan"
Ship demonstrated high degree of responsibility and
efficient, professional maritime rescue skills in the
exercise and was highly recognized and respected
by all participating parties.

▲ "An Guo Shan" to participate in joint maritime search and
rescue exercise
▲ Thank You Letter from Guangzhou
Maritime Search and Rescue Center
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Support Local Economic and Social Development
CSDC strongly supports local economic and social development through pairing assistance and special poverty
alleviation actions. In order to mobilize the Company's resources more easily and quickly, in 2015, China
Shipping Bulkers assigned 3 people to take office in the Yongde County in Yunnan Province. After getting in-depth
understanding of the actual situation in Yongde County, CSDC took education support, assistance in infrastructure
construction, health care assistance, economic products development as a starting point to develop practical and
effective measures to boost the economic and social development Yongde County.
Assisted in building 1 activity room,
7 ditches, 28 apartments

1

Infrastructure

Established 2
township schools;
organize 2 “Waves
Wish” summer
camps

2

3

Healthcare

Education
Performance of
Pairing Assistance
in Yongde County
in 2015

4

Agricultural
Infrastructure
Established 2 cattle farm and 1
hog farm; protect 3,000 mu walnut

5

Established 2 standard
clinics; contact
Shenzhen Lion Club
to help 92 cataract
patients in Yongde to
regain eye-sights

Selling farm
produce
Actively promoted local tea leaves
and walnuts; teach local people in
setting up online shop to sell local
specialties
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Cultivate Industry Talents
CSDC keeps close cooperation with Jimei University, Shanghai Maritime University, Guangzhou Maritime Institute
and other colleges and universities to participate in cultivating future high quality shipping talents with its resources
and strengths.

Signed strategic cooperation
framework contract with Jimei
University to further enhance their
strategic cooperation in talents
cultivation, scientific research,
conversion of technical results,
practical education, international
cooperation and other areas.

Operate and Mange "Yu Ming"
training ship of Shanghai Marine
University and "Yu De" training
ship of Jimei University; arrange
education and training for the
interns.

Accept university interns on "An
Ping 1", "An Ping 2", "Qing Quan
Shan", "An Hua Shan" ships.
Sign strategic
cooperation
framework
contract

Provide
students onboard training
opportunities

Operate and
manage
training ship

Senior
executive and
University
professor

Qiu Guo Xuan, General Manger
of China Shipping Bulkers, also
serves as visiting professor of
shanghai Maritime University, Jimei
University and Guangzhou Maritime
Institute. He goes to the universities
regularly to propagate the doctrines,
impart professional knowledge
to the students and complement
the theoretical knowledge taught
in the school with the company’s
advantages in practical experiences.

▲ Multiple measures of CSDC to develop successors for the shipping industry
Equipped with the most advanced navigation
equipment, "Yu Ming" ship from Shanghai
Maritime University and "Yu De" ship from
Jimei University are important tools to train
future shipping talents. With high senses
of responsibilities and skilled operational
capability, China Shipping Bulkers explains
ships and shipping knowledge to interns
and practices their practical operation
skills, which has been highly recognized by
students and universities.

We live in this warm family of "Yu Ming" ship which is on
the move. Here we have our teachers, enthusiastic crew,
omnipotent political commissar and our esteemed captain,
which made us have a wonderful time. I remember once the
director said: Be safe, be happy and learn something. Learning
is always a big thing. Thanks to "Yu Ming", which gave me such
an opportunity. This is a valuable asset for my life.
——Li Jia Chun, intern from 121 class of
"Yu Ming" ship in 2015

▲

▲ The crew held various trainings
for the interns
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Collect Love and Care for Social Welfare
CSDC pays attention to vulnerable groups, continuously carries out education assistance and volunteer service
activities and keeps communicating to the volunteer service concept and spirit to promote social development.

Pay Attention to Vulnerable Groups
In 2015, CSTANKER carried out joint civilization construction and education assistance in autumn in Yuyao Village,
Shuyuan Town, Pudong New Area. It visited 10 poor families, handed out 5,500 yuan scholarships to university
students and granted 20,000 yuan consolation money to needy people.
CSDC actively mobilized employees to organize several activities including themed charity bazaar and "Happy
volunteers• power from CSDC" public welfare crowdfunding and to gather every bit of love and care from employees
to raise money for children in poverty-stricken areas in Yunnan Province to improve their quality of life and complete
their studies.

CASE
Gather Every Bit of Contribution in the "Harbor" full of Love
After several years of operation and development, the charity
bazaar of "Harbor" charity fund has become a norm of
volunteering among young people in CNTANKER and other
brother companies in the same buildings. In 2015, on top of the
traditional charity bazaar, CNTANKER also set up the Lantern
Festival themed areas and hand-baked area to add more fun into
the activity and attracted an increasing number of employees to
participate it.
Through ongoing charity bazaars, CNTANKER brings together
love from employees to the "Harbor" before passing the love
to people who need help. It not only encourages employees to
actively participate in social public welfare and volunteer activities
but also create a harmonious atmosphere for social services.

▲ Charity Bazaar of "Harbor" charity fund of
CNTANKER

Organize Volunteer Activities
CSDC promotes normalized,
standardized and institutionalized
volunteer service, allocates special
public fund each year, designs
volunteer service activities and
projects, encourage employees to
participate in volunteer activities and
contributing their love the community.
In 2015, CSDC organized 31 various
types of volunteer service activities.

"Happy Volunteer, Green CSDS" Tree planting
Volunteer activity to learn from Lei Feng
“Happy
Volunteer”

"Respect the Elderly" series activities
"Light Up Your Heart 2015" public welfare activity
Subway volunteer activity at Lujiazui
▲ Part of the volunteer activities of CSDC in 2015
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2016 Outlook

2016 Outlook
Development direction

Work plan in 2016

Go forward Hand
in Hand and Share
Values

Adhere to the "going out" strategy; guarantee energy security and
transport of materials
Improve the service quality of cargo transport; strengthen cooperation
with customers; strengthen communication with customers; enhance
customer service levels
Deepen industry exchanges and communication; expand upstream
and downstream industrial value; improve supplier evaluation system;
grow with partners together with win-win cooperation

Safety Orientation
and Safe Navigation

Continue to improve the safety management system; find weak link in
security, improve the overall level of safety management
Further develop young fleet; strengthen ship management; focus on
ship maintenance; deepen technology application
Strengthen the prevention of seasonal weather; continue to strengthen
the "Five Prevention" (collision-prevention, piracy-prevention,
pollution-prevention, fire-prevention, injury-prevention); ensure safety
of people and ships during voyage

Large Ship, Low
Carbon and Green
Navigation

Improve the environmental management system; continue to promote
mechanism construction of energy conservation and emission
reduction
Promote the construction of low-carbon fleet; reduce consumption of
energy and resources and reduce emissions through continuously
improvement of ship management and technological innovation
Keep promoting low-speed navigation; continue to improve treatment
of solid and liquid waste and waste gas

Excellent Team and
Joint Growth

Continue to optimize the talent structure; accelerate the development
of reserve talents; create talent team with international standards
Continue to reform and improve the system of compensation and
benefits; strengthen incentives to stimulate employees’ enthusiasm,
initiative and creativity
Continue to promote care for employees; improve response
mechanism to employees needs

Shoulder
Responsibility
and Jointly Build
Harmony

Improve maritime rescue management; enhance emergency response
capabilities and the ability to deploy resources to help ensure safety at
sea
Continue pairing assistance, poverty alleviation and assistance of
needy people; promote regional economic and social development
Continue to carry out various student scholarships and pairing
assistance; help disadvantaged groups
Plant the philosophy and spirit of volunteer deeply in the workforce;
innovate and improve the organizational model of volunteer services;
promote the normalization, standardization and institutionalization of
voluntary service
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Index

Index
The Environmental, Social and Governance Reporting Guide (HKESG) of HKSE
Indicator

Sections in the Report

Page

A.Environment
A1: Emissions
General Disclosure: policies about emissions of waste gas and
greenhouse gas, pollutants discharges to soil or water, production of
hazardous and non-hazardous wastes, etc. and materials on abiding by
relevant laws and regulations which has significant impacts on the issuer

Implement Green Management

34-39

A1.1: The types of emissions and respective emissions data.

Promote Green Navigation

39

A1.2: Greenhouse gas emissions in total and intensity

Promote Green Navigation

39

A1.3: Total hazardous waste produced and intensity

Promote Green Navigation

39

A1.4: Total non-hazardous wastes and intensity

Promote Green Navigation

39

A1.5: Measures to mitigate emissions and results achieved.

Promote Green Navigation

38-39

A1.6: How hazardous and non-hazardous wastes are handled, reduction
initiatives and results achieved.

Promote Green Navigation

39

General disclosures: policies on effective use of resources (including
energy, water and other raw materials)

Strengthen Environment
Management

34

A2.1: Direct and/or Indirect Energy consumption by type (e.g. electricity,
gas or oil) in total and intensity.

Promote Green Navigation

38

A2.2: Water consumption in total and intensity

Strengthen Environment
Management

Develop Green Ships
Promote Green Navigation

A2: Utilization of resources

35, 39

Promote Green Navigation
A2.3: Description of energy utilization efficiency initiatives and results
achieved

Strengthen Environment
Management

34

A2.4: Whether there is any issue in sourcing water that is fit for purpose,
water efficiency initiatives and results achieved.

Promote Green Navigation

39

The total amount of packaging materials used by the finished products
and consumption amount of production per unit

A3: The environment and natural resources
General Disclosure: policies that reduce the significant impacts from
issuers on the environment and natural resources

Strengthen Environment
Management

34-35

A3.1: Description of the significant impacts of activities on the
environment and natural resources and the actions taken to manage
them.

Strengthen Environment
Management

34-35
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Indicator

Sections in the Report

Page

B.Society
Employment and labor standard
B1:Employment
General Disclosure: policies on remuneration and layoff, recruitment
and promotion, working hours, holidays, equal opportunities, diversity,
anti-discrimination and other compensation and benefits; and materials
on abiding by relevant laws and regulations that have a significant
impacts on the issuer

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

42

B1.1: Total workforce by employment type, sex, age group and
geographical region.

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

42

B1.2: Employee turnover rate by age group and geographical region.

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

42

General Disclosure: policies on the providing safe working environment
and protecting employees from occupational hazards; and materials of
relevant law and regulations that have significant impacts on the issuer

Improve Safety Management

26-27

B2.1: Fatality number and rate.

Improve Safety Management

27

Improve Safety Management

27

B2: Health & safety

B2.2: Lost working day due to work injury
B2.3: Occupational health and safety measures adopted, how they are
implemented and monitored.

B3: Development and training
Assist Growth and Development
of Employees

44-45

Assist Growth and Development
of Employees

45

General Disclosure: Policies on the prevention of child labor or forced
labor; and materials on relevant laws and regulations that have
significant impacts on the issuer

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

42

B4.1: Discussion of measures from recruitment system to avoid child
and forced labor.

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

42

General Disclosure: polices concerning environmental and social risks
in supply chain management

Join Hands with Partners for
Supply

23

B5.1: Number of suppliers by geographical region.

Join Hands with Partners for Supply

23

B5.2: Description of practices relating to engaging suppliers, number
of suppliers where the practices are being implemented, how they are
implemented and monitored.

Join Hands with Partners for
Supply

23

General Disclosure: policies on enhancing employees’ knowledge and
skills to perform job duties; description of training activities
B3.1: The percentage of employees trained by employee category (e.g.
senior management, middle management, etc.).
B3.2: The average training hours completed per employee by
employee category and sex.

B4: Labor standards

B4.2: steps taken to eliminate such practices when discovered

Operating practices
B5: Supply chain management
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Index

Indicator

Sections in the Report

Page

B.Society
Operating practices
B6: Product responsibility
General Disclosure: Policies on the health and safety, advertising,
labeling and privacy issues of products and services offered as well as
remedial action; and materials on relevant laws and regulations that
have significant impacts on the issuer

High Quality Customer Service

B6.1: Percentage of total products sold or shipped subject to recalls
for safety and health reasons.
B6.2: Number of products and service related complaints received and
how they are dealt with.

21

21-22
High Quality Customer Service

21-22

B6.4: Description of quality assurance process and recall procedures.

High Quality Customer Service

21-22

B6.5: Description of consumer data protection and privacy policies,
how they are implemented and monitored.

High Quality Customer Service

22

General disclosure: policies on preventing bribery, extortion, fraud
and money laundering policy; and materials on relevant laws and
regulations that have significant impacts on the issuer

Corporate Governance

11

B7.1: Number of concluded legal cases regarding corrupt practices
brought against the issuer or its employees during the reporting
period and the outcomes of the cases.

Corporate Governance

11

B7.2: Description of preventive measures and whistle-blowing
procedures, how they are implemented and monitored.

Corporate Governance

11

B6.3: Description of practices relating to observing and protecting
intellectual property rights.

B7: Anti-corruption

Community
B8: Community investment
General Disclosure: policies of understanding the needs from
community with community involvement and of ensuring that business
activities will take into account the interests of the community

Support Local Economic and
Social Development

50-51

B8.1: Focus areas of contribution (e.g. education, environmental
concerns, labor needs, health, culture, sport).

Take an Active Part in Marine
Salvage

51-53

Support Local Economic and
Social Development
Cultivate Industry Talents
Collect Love and Care for Social
Welfare
B8.2: Resources contributed (e.g. money or time) to the focus area.

Support Local Economic and
Social Development
Collect Love and Care for Social
Welfare
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Chinese CSR Report Preparation Guide (CASS3.0)
Indicator
(P1) Scope of
Report

Part
1:Preface
of Report (P
series)

Chapter in the Report Page

P1.1: Interpretation of data in report

About This Report

01

P1.2: Boundaries of report

About This Report

01

P1.3 Report System

About This Report

01

P1.4 Contact Information

About This Report

01

(P2) Report
Process

P2.1 Selection process of essential topics in the
report

(P3) Executives’
Address

P3.1 Opportunities and challenges of enterprises
in performing social responsibilities

Message from the
Chairman

02-03

P3.2 Summary of achievements and deficiencies
of annual corporate social responsibility

Message from the
Chairman

02-03

P4.1 Company name, nature of ownership, and
location of headquarters

Company Profile

06-07

P4.2 Major brands, products and services of
enterprises

Company Profile

06-07

Company Profile
P4.3 Region of enterprise’s operation, including
operational enterprises, subsidiaries, jointly-owned
organizations

06-07

P4.4 Service markets divided by industries,
customer types and regions

Fleet and Route

08-09

P4.5 Number of employees reported according
to contracts (formal and informal employees) and
genders

Protect the Basic
Rights and Interests
of Employees

42

P5.2 Annual responsibility performance

About Us

09

P5.3 Annual responsibility honors

Important Honors

15

G1.1 Philosophy, vision and value of social
responsibility

Social Responsibility
Philosophy

12

G1.2 Identifying core social responsibility topics of
the enterprise

Stakeholder
Communication

13-14

G5.1 Concerns of stakeholders and response
measures of enterprise

Stakeholder
Communication

13-14

G5.2 Communication mechanism of corporate
internal social responsibility

Stakeholder
Communication

13-14

Stakeholder
Communication

13-14

(P4) Corporate
Profile

(P5) Annual
Progress

(G1) Responsibility
strategy

(G2) Responsibility
Governance
(G4) Responsibility
Part 2:
Responsibility performance
Management
(G Series)
(G5) Responsibility
communication

P5.1 Annual major work of social responsibility

G2.1 Organizational system of social responsibility
G4.1 Major accidents of enterprise in economy,
society and environment, impact and punishment
incurred, and corresponding countermeasures of
the enterprise

G5.2 Responsibility and assignment of corporate
internal social responsibility
G5.3 Communication mechanism of corporate
external social responsibility
G5.4 Participation of corporate senior
management in communication and exchange of
social responsibility
(G6)Capability to
take responsibilities

G6.1 Cultivating corporate culture of responsibility
through training and other measures
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Index

Indicator
(M1)
Responsibilities
in respect of
shareholders

Part 3: Market (M2)
Performance Responsibilities
in respect of
(M Series)
customers

(M3)
Responsibilities
in respect of
partners

Chapter in the Report

Page

Corporate Governance

10-11

M1.2 Protecting interests of mid and small investors Corporate Governance

10-11

M1.3 Normalize disclosure of information

Corporate Governance

10-11

M1.4 Growth

Social Responsibility
Management

12

M1.5 Profitability

Social Responsibility
Management

12

M1.6 Safety

Compliance and Internal
Control

10

M2.1 Customer relations management system

Premium Customer Service

21-22

M2.3 Protection of customers’ information

Premium Customer Service

21-22

M2.4 stop loss and compensation

Premium Customer Service

21-22

M2.5 Product quality management system

Premium Customer Service

21-22

M2.6 Product pass rate

Premium Customer Service

21-22

M2.7 System of supporting product and service
innovation

Premium Customer Service

21-22

M2.8 Survey on satisfaction of customers and
satisfaction of customers

Premium Customer Service

21-22

M2.9 Actively deal with complaints from customers
and resolution rate of complaints from customers

Premium Customer Service

21-22

M3.1 Strategic sharing mechanism and platform

Achieve Win-win with
Industry Partners

23

M3.2 Philosophy of and system guarantee for
honest operation

Compliance and Internal
Control

10

M3.3 Philosophy of and system guarantee for fair
competition

Compliance and Internal
Control

10

Compliance and Internal
Control

10

S1.3 Prohibition on commercial bribe and
corruption

Anti-corruption

11

S1.4 Total taxes paid

Social Responsibility
Management

12

S1.5 Responding to national policies

Increase Value of Shipping,
Support Regional Economic
and Social Development

18,51

S1.6 Policies or measures to guarantee and (or)
promote employment

Support Regional Economic
and Social Development

51

M1.1 Policy and mechanism of shareholders’
participation in the management of enterprise

M2.2 Popularization of product knowledge and
customer training

M3.4 Economic contract performance rate
M3.5 Ratio of suppliers passing quality,
environment, and occupational health and safety
management system cerfifications
Part 4: Social
Performance
( S Series)

(S1)
Responsibilities
in respect of
government

S1.1 Legal compliance system of enterprise
S1.2 Training of legal compliance

S1.7 New employment during the reporting period
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Indicator
(S2)
Responsibilities
in respect of
employees

Chapter in the Report

Page

S2.1 Signing rate of labor contract

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

42

S2.2 Democratic management

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

43

S2.4 coverage rate of social insurance

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

42

S2.5 Welfare system according to nature of
employment (official, unofficial)

Protect the Basic Rights and
Interests of Employees

42

Improve Safety Management

27

S2.3 The minimum wage of employees
according to the operation region and the
ratio of employees with minimum wage in
the region

S2.6 Proportion of female managers
S2.7 Occupational disease prevention and
treatment system
S2.8 Training of occupational safety and
health
S2.9 New occupational disease of the year
and the cumulative number of occupational
diseases
S2.10 Coverage rate of physical examination
and health records

Part 4: Social
Performance
( S Series)

(S3)
Production
Safety

S2.11 Career development channel for
employees

Assist Growth and
Development of Employees

44-45

S2.12 Employee training system

Assist Growth and
Development of Employees

44-45

S2.13 Employee training performance

Assist Growth and
Development of Employees

44-45

S2.14 Investment in aiding and supporting
employees in difficulties

Care for Employees’
Happiness

46

S3.1 Production safety management system

Improve Safety Management

26

S3.2 Safety emergency management
mechanism

Improve Safety Management

S3.3 Safety education and training

Improve Safety Management

27

S3.6 Number of accidents in production

Improve Safety Management

26

S3.7 Number of employee casualties

Improve Safety Management

27

S4.2 Corporate public welfare policy or main
public welfare fields

Support Regional Economic
and Social Development,

51,53

S4.3 Total donations

Social Responsibility
Management

12

S4.4 Policy and measures supporting
voluntary service

Collect Love and Care for
Social Welfare

53

S4.5 Performance of voluntary service of
employees

Collect Love and Care for
Social Welfare

53

26

S3.4 Safety training performance
S3.5 Investment in production safety

(S4)
Responsibilities
in respect of
community

S4.1 Employee localization policy
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Index

Indicator
(E1) Green
operation

(E2) Green
factory

E1.1 Establishing organizational system and mechanism
system of environment management

Chapter in the Report

Page

Strengthen Environment
Management

34

E1.2 Assessment on impact of enterprises on environment Strengthen Environment
Management

34

E1.3 Total investment in environmental protection

Strengthen Environment
Management

34

E1.r Training and publicity of environmental protection

Strengthen Environment
Management

35

E1.5 Environmental protection training performance

Strengthen Environment
Management

35

E1.6 Green office performance

Strengthen Environment
Management

35

E2.1 Energy conservation policy and measures

Develop Green Ships,
36-39
Promote Green Navigation

E2.2 total annual energy consumption
E2.3 Comprehensive energy consumption per unit output
value of the enterprises
E2.4 Policy, measures or technologies for reducing waste Promote Green Navigation 38-39
gas emission

Part 5:
Environmental
performance

E2.5 Emission and emission reduction of waste gas

Promote Green Navigation

39

E2.6 System, measures or technologies for reducing
waste water discharge

Promote Green Navigation

39

E2.7 Discharge and discharge reduction of waste water

Promote Green Navigation

39

E2.8 Policies, measures and technologies for reducing
waste

Promote Green Navigation

39

E2.9 Emission and emission reduction of waste

Promote Green Navigation

39

E2.10 Policies and measures for the development of
circular economy

Promote Green Navigation

39

Promote Green Navigation

39

Promote Green Navigation

39

E4.1 Protection of biological diversity

Promote Green Navigation

39

E4.2 Public welfare activities for environmental protection

Collect Love and Care for
Social Welfare

54

2016 Outlook

54

E2.11 Cyclic utilization rate of renewable resources
E2.12 Building a water-saving enterprise
E2.13 Annual consumption of fresh water/fresh water
consumption of unit industrial added value
E2.14 Volume of the reclaimed water
E2.15 Plan and effects of reducing greenhouse gas
emission
(E3) Green
products

E3.1 Proportion of suppliers passing ISO 14000
Environment Management System Certification
E3.2 Measures and performance of waste products
recycle
E3.3 Policies and performances of package minimization
and recyle

(E4) Green
Ecology

(A1) Future plan Corporate planning on social responsibility work
Part 6: Report
Postscript (A
series)
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(A2) Report
Evaluation

Evaluation of experts in social responsibility or industry
experts, relevant parties or professional organizations on
the report

(A3) Reference
Index

Application of indicators as required to be disclosed by the Index
guide

(A4) Feedback

Questionnaire of readers’ opinions and feedback channel Feedback Form
for readers’ opinion

59-62
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Feedback Form
Dear stakeholders,
Thank you very much for reading the 2015 corporate social responsibility report of CSDC. In order to give
play to the role of this report in communication and exchange and effectively promote our CSR management
and practice, we sincerely look forward to your opinions and suggestions.
1. Your overall comment on CSDC’s performance of social responsibility:

□ Very good

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

2. Your overall comment on this report:

□ Very good

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

3. In your opinion, the communication of CSDC with the stakeholders is:

□ Very good

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

4. In your opinion, the performance of CSDC in customer service is:

□ Very good

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

5. In your opinion, the performance of CSDC in shipping safety is:

□ Very good

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

6. In your opinion, the performance of CSDC in promoting development of regional and international shipping
industries is:

□ Very good

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

7. In your opinion, the performance of CSDC in responsibility for employees is:

□ Very good

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

8. In your opinion, the performance of CSDC in joint development with communities is:

□ Very good

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

9.Do you think the content arrangement and format design of this report is convenient for reading?

□ Yes

□ No

10. What are your opinions and suggestions on CSDC’s performance of social responsibility and on this
report?

Note:Please tick “√” the appropriate “□”.
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